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Abstract: In recent years, our country under the rapid economic development, economic reform and transformation process continues

to accelerate, the new development journey of Chinese regional economics development needs to better adapt to the modern

development environment, find the right innovation direction and way, this needs to fully integrate with the new development concept,

the new development concept as a theoretical basis, play a leading function, to provide more effective power for China's regional

economic development. Based on this, this paper first outlines the new development concept, and then focuses on the integrated

development of innovative development, coordinated development, green development, open development, and shared development

theory and China's regional economics.
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Introduction
China's economic development has entered a new period. The economic and industrial structure has been continuously upgraded

with economic reform, and the process of urban and rural development has been accelerating. The new development concept is the

guide of the direction, model and thinking of China's new normal development. It can provide overall guidance to social and economic

development from an overall, fundamental and long-term perspective, and help China's regional economic development accurately

grasp the focus of development points. The correct understanding and implementation of each new development concept can enhance

the internal driving force of the development of regional economics in China, play a significant driving role, and deepen the

"innovation" of the development, and promote the perfect, efficient and high-quality operation of the development of regional

economics in China. Therefore, the study of various new development concepts and the development of regional economics in China

has practical significance.

1. Overview of the new development concept
New development concept is from multiple angles to promote the overall development level of Chinese regional economics,

including innovation, coordination, green, open and sharing, are China's new period development needs to deepen the new and

advanced concept, scientific application is to promote China's development model innovation transformation important task,

development concept of scientific and effective fusion can help China regional economics development state reached a more ideal

level, significant necessity. The leading function of the new development concept is very obvious, and each concept has different

functional effects. For example, the concept of green development can promote China's regional economic development science

towards a healthy direction, and increase the driving force of sustainable development. The concept of open development has always

been adhered to by China's social and economic construction and development. Opening-up has enabled China to achieve rapid

development, enhanced China's position in the world, and become the fastest developing country, and significantly improved its

comprehensive strength. The concept of sharing has a fundamental role in driving development and can accelerate the development
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process of socialism with Chinese characteristics, which is the most important and fundamental task and goal for the development of

regional economics in China.

The new development concept is closely related to each other, which can play an overall guiding and driving role, build a more

perfect development model, and promote the gradual maturity of China's regional economics discipline system. In a word, the new

development concept is important beneficial to the development of regional economics in China. The effective integration of its ideas

will make the development vitality of regional economics in China more sufficient, open up more space for innovation and

development, and gradually make Chinese economics perfect and mature.

2. Research on the Integrated Development of the New Development Concept and

Chinese Regional Economics

2.1 Integration of innovation and development concepts
The concept of innovative development is to provide new ideas for the "innovation" of the regional economics in China, and

provides the impetus for the reform of its theoretical system. Chinese regional economics in the process of development, has always

attached great importance to the improvement of the theoretical system, and achieved certain results, but is still in the process of

perfect development, innovation and development concept points out the new direction, to its theoretical development brought

challenges and opportunities, promote the traditional regional economic theory is the basis of the traditional theory, is the new situation,

new trends and new state, more deeply mining regional economic space attributes, gradually clearly present the regional development

characteristics. The integration of innovative development concepts can help China's regional economics to more accurately and

comprehensively grasp the spatial dimension of China's regional economic development, carry out theoretical research from multiple

perspectives, and the construction of theoretical system is more in line with the practical significance of China's regional economic

development and more practical. In the development of China in the new era, innovation is the core factor. If China's regional

economics wants to improve the level of development faster and better, it must obtain the support of innovative development concept,

strengthen the depth of analysis of regional innovation economic benefits, and establish a stable theory and foundation for

development, so as to better "set sail". Under the guidance of the concept of innovative development, it is necessary to reasonably

divide the innovation content of regional economy, including provinces, cities, regions and other contents, and evaluate the relevant

contents of regional economic benefits in an orderly and scientific way, so as to ensure that innovative development can effectively

promote the steady economic growth and achieve long-term development.

2.2 Integration of coordinated development concepts
In the past China's social and economic development, the regional economic development is relatively independent, although

China's overall social and economic development level is in a state of rising, but the difference of regional economic development

level is still obvious, regional economic development balance and balance construction has always been difficult, is also the focus of

the development in the new period. The theory of coordinated development is mainly divided into two ideas. On the one hand, the

balance between national production and economic development is difficult to control, but economic development has inherent law,

coastal development resources, can be the first development region; on the other hand, the national economic development needs to

focus on the high gradient region, the regional development comprehensive strength is relatively strong, the high gradient regional

economic development level, can create more economic support, according to the gradient first high and low order, and gradually

adjust the coordination and balance of regional economy. In this way, the coastal areas will drive the land areas, realize the all-round

economic development, and optimize the efficiency and effect of the implementation of the goal of common prosperity. The core of the

coordinated development concept of the transfer of economic gradient drive the transfer of production activities, simple high gradient

regional development to a certain level, the development of internal load beyond itself can bear, and must produce transfer, then drive

the transfer of regional economic functions and resources, realize circular economic development, regional overall economic
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development level will continue to improve, during the regional government coordination, guidance, control and other functions of

play have high requirements.

2.3 The integration of green development concepts
China's social and economic development of energy, resource consumption is very large, resource tension, ecological damage,

environmental pollution problems have become very serious, green development is committed to ecological protection and restoration,

promote resource conservation and renewable new energy active research and development, to promote the healthy development of

regional economic, economic development and human survival to continue for a long time. The concept of green development has

been fully and thoroughly implemented in China's new development, and is closely integrated with all economic development and

development activities, and is committed to the simultaneous optimization of economic development benefits and clear waters and

green mountains. The concept of green development guides the comprehensive consideration of resources, ecology, sustainability,

cleanliness, efficiency and high quality, and pays more attention to the integration and strengthening of development and social and

natural services. Green development concept and the integration of the regional economic development in China, the priority is from

the change of development consciousness, in-depth analysis of regional economic development space, the development of the social

from all walks of life and resources for collaborative processing, common construction of green, healthy economic operation

environment, the sustainable development of human beings and sustainable development of economic joint research. The green

concept will be fully integrated into each economic industry, to build a new green industry, and gradually strengthen the convergence

point between green and economic development in the process of integration. Green development has become the mainstream trend of

China's development in the new era. In the development of regional economics, it is necessary to correspond to the concept of green

development, build an analysis and evaluation mechanism, and constantly promote the rationality and closeness of the matching of

green and economic development.

Epilogue
New development concept and the combination between Chinese regional economic development has become the inevitable trend

of Chinese new era development, to the connotation of the new development concept and guiding function, accurately grasp the

internal link of the new development concept and Chinese regional economics development, deepen the correlation closeness and

effectiveness, promote the perfection of Chinese regional economics development theory system, in the process of development to

strengthen the content of Chinese characteristics, better lead China's economic development into a new stage, a new journey.
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